DEED OF GIFT
ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I, Benjamin West, of [redacted] herin permanently give, convey, and assign all rights to the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, to my interview of August 24, 2005, consisting of audio recordings and transcripts. In making this gift I understand that my interview will be made available to researchers and may be quoted from, published or broadcast in any medium, printed or electronic, that the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. I also approve the deposit of the transcripts at the National Archives and Records Administration and any other institution which the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate.

In making this gift I fully understand that I am conveying all legal title and literary property rights which I have or may be deemed to have in my interview as well as my rights, title, and interest in any copyright which may be secured under the laws now or later in force and effect in the United States of America. I also voluntarily convey ownership of the recordings and transcripts to the public domain.

I, Jeff Trandahl, accept the interview of Benjamin West for inclusion into the oral history program of the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives.

[ SIGNATURE ]       [ SIGNATURE ]
Benjamin West       Jeff Trandahl
Clerk               U.S. House of Representatives

August 30, 2005

Date
DEED OF GIFT
ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I, Benjamin West, of ________________ hereby permanently give, convey, and assign all rights to the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, to my interview of August 31, 2005, consisting of audio recordings and transcripts. In making this gift I understand that my interview will be made available to researchers and may be quoted from, published or broadcast in any medium, printed or electronic, that the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. I also approve the deposit of the transcripts at the National Archives and Records Administration and any other institution which the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate.

In making this gift I fully understand that I am conveying all legal title and literary property rights which I have or may be deemed to have in my interview as well as my rights, title, and interest in any copyright which may be secured under the laws now or later in force and effect in the United States of America. I also voluntarily convey ownership of the recordings and transcripts to the public domain.

I, Jeff Trandahl, accept the interview of Benjamin West for inclusion into the oral history program of the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives.

[ SIGNATURE ]                                  [ SIGNATURE ]
Benjamin West                                  Jeff Trandahl

August 30, 2005

Date
DEED OF GIFT
ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I, Benjamin West, of [redacted] herein permanently give, convey, and assign all rights to the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, to my interview of September 7, 2005, consisting of audio recordings and transcripts. In making this gift I understand that my interview will be made available to researchers and may be quoted from, published or broadcast in any medium, printed or electronic, that the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. I also approve the deposit of the transcripts at the National Archives and Records Administration and any other institution which the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate.

In making this gift I fully understand that I am conveying all legal title and literary property rights which I have or may be deemed to have in my interview as well as my rights, title, and interest in any copyright which may be secured under the laws now or later in force and effect in the United States of America. I also voluntarily convey ownership of the recordings and transcripts to the public domain.

I, Jeff Trandahl, accept the interview of Benjamin West for inclusion into the oral history program of the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives.

[ SIGNATURE ]
Benjamin West

[ SIGNATURE ]
Jeff Trandahl
Clerk
U.S. House of Representatives

Sep 7, 2005
Date
I, Benjamin West, of [redacted] herein permanently give, convey, and assign all rights to the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, to my interview of January 19, 2006, consisting of audio recordings and transcripts. In making this gift I understand that my interview will be made available to researchers and may be quoted from, published or broadcast in any medium, printed or electronic, that the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. I also approve the deposit of the transcripts at the National Archives and Records Administration and any other institution which the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. This deed of gift also extends to any artifacts, images, or papers, which I may choose to give to the Office of the Clerk to accompany the interview.

In making this gift I fully understand that I am conveying all legal title and literary property rights which I have or may be deemed to have in my interview as well as my rights, title, and interest in any copyright which may be secured under the laws now or later in force and effect in the United States of America. I also voluntarily convey ownership of the recordings and transcripts to the public domain.

I, Karen L. Haas, accept the interview of Benjamin West for inclusion into the oral history program of the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives.

[ SIGNATURE ]

Benjamin West

[ SIGNATURE ]

Karen L. Haas
Clerk
U.S. House of Representatives

Date

January 19, 2006
DEED OF GIFT
ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I, Benjamin C. West, of [ ] herein permanently give, convey, and assign all rights to the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, to my interview of May 23, 2007, consisting of video recordings and transcripts. In making this gift I understand that my interview will be made available to researchers and may be quoted from, published or broadcast in any medium, printed or electronic, that the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. I also approve the deposit of the transcripts at the National Archives and Records Administration and any other institution which the Office of the Clerk may deem appropriate. This deed of gift also extends to any artifacts, images, or papers, which I may choose to give to the Office of the Clerk to accompany the interview.

In making this gift I fully understand that I am conveying all legal title and literary property rights which I have or may be deemed to have in my interview as well as my rights, title, and interest in any copyright which may be secured under the laws now or later in force and effect in the United States of America. I also voluntarily convey ownership of the recordings and transcripts to the public domain.

I, Lorraine C. Miller, accept the interview of Benjamin C. West for inclusion into the oral history program of the Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives.

[ SIGNATURE ]
Benjamin C. West

[ SIGNATURE ]
Lorraine C. Miller
Clerk
U.S. House of Representatives

May 23, 2007

Date